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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Student Senate members
to be removed from seats
By MINDY BUYCK
Student govemment editor

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff Photographer

Hittin' the books
Tisha Welch, a junior zoology major, works on an ecology assignment
in Booth Library Tuesday afternoon.

Student Senate members Matt Thru n, Heather
Myers, Liz Dozier and Clu·is Jahnke will be removed
from the senate for violating the attendance policy.
The senate members will be removed at tonight's
meeting, w hi ch wil l be he ld at 7 p.m. in th e
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union said Senate Speaker Erin Weed.
Senate members are required to attend all senate
meetings unless they are previously excused by the
speaker, according to Student Senate bylaws. Senate
members who accumulate three unexcused absences
will be removed fi:om the senate.
The bylaws also give the speaker the discretion to
grant a senate member an excused absence for either
personal or academic reasons . However, excuses
granted for academic reason s do not inc lud e
attending a class that coincides a regulru·ly scheduled
senate meeting.
Jahnke said he was aware of hi s attendance
problem.
" I h ad planned on handin g in a letter of
resi gnation for that reason," Jahnke said. "It's just

something they have to do and I understand."
Dozier said she had personal problems during the
senate term and that caused her to miss four senate
meetings.
Myers declined to comment.
Thrun could not be reached for comment.
App lications for the seats will be available in the
Student Government office and must be returned
Jan. 19. Applica nt s will be int erviewed and
appointed by the senate.
The senate a lso will discuss and vote on an
Apportionment Board bylaw change reinstating
Dramatic Performances as a fee-ftmded board with
special funding status.
The bylaw change has been tabled since Nov. 21.
The senate decided to table the bylaw so new senate
members wou ld have a chance to famil iarize
themselves with AB and review the bylaw change.
The AB cunently allocates student fee money to
the senate, the Division of Sports and Recreation,
the University Board and itself. Last semester, the
AB approved the reinstatement of Dramatic
Performances as a fee-funded board whose funds
will be based on ticket sales.
See SENATE page 2

Eastern professors disagree with ending tenure
By ROB STROUD
Staff writer

Eas tern professo rs sa id they
were not pleas e d w ith House
Speaker Michael Madigan 's
comments about ending tenure for
teachers in his acceptance speech
in Springfield Jan. 8.
Laurent Gosselin, the president
of the Eastern chapter of United
Profe ss ionals of Illinois , said

ending tenure would make Illinois
schools less attractive to potential
teachers.
" We ' re (Illinoi s) already
having trouble attracting teachers
be cause of the lo wer salaries
here," Gosselin said.
Gos se lin said he hop e d
Madigan's idea of ending tenure
would not extend to universities,
but doubted it could be ended in
the lower schools.

Ending tenure is not a national
trend and there is lot of
opposition agai nst it in Illinois,
Gossel in said.
"In any position, a sense of job
security is important ," said
Facu lty Senate Chair Gail
Richard. " We would have
difficulty attracting quality
individual s out of state to the
university."
If people are opposed to such

drastic measures as removing the
ten ure system perhaps it should
be re-evaluated and changed ,
Richards said.
Currently, professors have a
seven-year probationary period
before they can apply for tenure.
During this time profess ors
receive periodi c evaluations.
After the probationary period ,
professors may apply for tenure,
and must go through a series of

meeting with various groups and
are fmally approved by the Board
of Trustees. Professors have more
job security if they have tenure.
" If you w ish to bring more
accountability to education, then
you should e liminate t e nure,"
Madigan said, according to a
story in the Jan. 9 issue of the
Charleston Times Courier.
Steve Brown, Madigan's press
See TENURE page 2

Severe weather takes its toll on Eastern students
By MATT ADRIAN
Campus editor

Charl esto n has seen its fifth
consecutive day of sub- zero
morning temperatures, according
to Dalias Price, a local weather
observer.
The severe weather is now
taking its toll on Eas tern students.
A water leak in room 1A of
International Ho u se caused
Professor Grace Nunn to cancel
h er Primary Reading C lass
Tuesday, said Elementary and
Junior High Education Chair
Carol Helwig.
Helw ig said Nunn w ill have
to relocate her classes to another
buildin g. She said leak was
located on the outs id e of
International House.
Ted Weidner, director of
Faci liti es P lannin g and Management, said when the leak was
repotted, the university 's plum-

ber had left for the day and one
was going to be brought into fix
the leak. He said the leak could
be weath er re lated , but that
cannot be determined for certain
until a p lumb e r assesses the
problem.
While it is not known if the
leak is related to the weather,
some stud ents are experiencing
the problems because of the
winter weather in their rooms.
Some students in Douglas and
A ndrews ha ll s wi ll be having
their windows weather stripped
beca use of dra fts around the
windows.
Weidner said he had requests
for weather proofi ng in 10 rooms
in Andrews Hall and a many
more in Douglas Hall.
P lastic wi ll be used to cover
the wi ndo ws to close off the
leaks of co ld a ir. He said the
plastic should help to keep the
room warm through the co ld
snap.

To avo id fut ur e weather
related problems, the windows in
Douglas Hall will be replaced as
part of the Campus Improvement
project passed during the student
body elections last November.
The replacement of windows
in Lincoln and Douglas halls is
part of the planned installment of
air conditioning units in Lincoln,
Douglas, Ford, McKinney and
Weller residence halls.
Weidner said Facilities Planning and Management will get to
this project as soon as possible.
He said he would have liked
to replace the windows sooner,
but the funding was not available
until the project passed.
Weidner said carpenters have
been wo rkin g on putting up
p lastic on windows throughout
the campus since Saturday.
Douglas Hall Counselor Travis
McDade sai d they have been
putting up plastic in the rooms of
any students who request it.

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff photographer
Despite the cold weather Dave Peers, a graduate student, rides
his bike around campus. Today was the fifth consecutive day that
morning temperature readings were sub-zero.

Communist official suggests impeaching Yeltsin
MOSCOW (AP) - A leading
Communist urged parliament to
impeach the ailing Boris Yeltsin,
but the president's doctors said he
was recovering well from pneumonia and was "significantly better" Tuesday.
Previo u s atte mpts to oust
Yeltsin have failed and the latest
move appeared to have little support. In any case, the president
would be certain to resist any
moves aga inst him by p arl iament ' s Comm uni st-dominate d
lower house.
A draft resolution, proposed by
Co mmuni st lawmaker Viktor
Ilyukhin, calls on Duma members

"to regard the powers of the president as prematurely terminated
due to his consistent inabil ity to
perfonn his duties for health reasons." The proposal says the
Federation Council, parliament's
upper house, should "confirm the
Duma decision and set a date for
presidential e lection s." Duma
speaker Gennady Seleznyov said
the resolution had been submitted
to the chamber's legal section for
review and a parliamentary debate
on impeachment could take place
in about a week.
He acknow le dge d that a ny
impeachment attempt wou ld be a
long, cumbersome process.

Constitutional clauses about dismissing a president " are very
vague ly written," Seleznyov
noted.
Alexander Kotenkov, Yeltsin's
envoy to the Duma, said the draft
resolution was " lega ll y groundless" and he call ed it an attempt to
" aggravate the political situation
in the country." Yeltsin remained
hospitalized for a seve nth day
Tue sday at the Central Clinical
Hospital outside Moscow, but
doctors who examined him in the
evening found him "significantly
better," the Kremlin said.
"His physical activity ha s
increased and on ly so me occa-

sional wheezing sounds remain in
his lungs," the presidential press
service added.
Yeltsin was able to start holding
working meetings Tuesday, and he
met for 40 minutes with his chief
of staff, Anatoly Chubais.
Chubais was believed to be the
president's first visitor, other than
his family, since he was hospitalized Jan. 8 with double pneumonia.
Yeltsin also spent two hours
Tuesday doing paperwork in his
hospital su ite, hi s press service
said.
Ousted national security adviser
Alexander Lebed, one of Yeltsin's

lead ing critics, has been unconvinced by doctors' reassurances
that the president should make a
full recovery.
Before leaving on a trip to
Germany, Lebed claimed the president was so ill that new elections
would be held in a "maximum of
two months."
He was more restrained later in
Germany when asked just how
sick he believed Yeltsin to be:
"He's sick, but as a parachute general I'm not in a position to make
that kind of comment."
"If you' re a parachuter, you're
only dead or alive," Lebed added,
smiling.

Israel, Palestine continue talks
to remove troops from Hebron

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer

Make the connection
Troy Day, a worker of Commercial Electric, connects a unit replacing
wires for alarm system Tuesday morning in Coleman Hall.
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Weed said the senate also will vote on a bylaw change that gives the
speaker the discretion of calling for a roll call on formal motions. Any
senate member still will have the right to ask for a roll call on any vote
made by the senate.
The senate also will vote to approve senate member Heather Christ
as the new senate secretary.
Weed also will appoint committee chairs and ass ign senate members
to the committees.

TENURE

EREZ CROSSING, Israel (AP) - Months of tortuou s negot iation s b etwee n Israel and th e
Palestinians neared an end Wednesday with
Benjamin Netanyahu and Yasser Arafat trying - yet
again - to complete a deal to get Israeli troops out of
Hebron.
The Israeli prime minister and the Palestinian
leader met after midnight Tuesday - their second
summit in as many weeks - to work out the final
details.
Netanyahu flew by he licopter to the Erez
Crossing at the Israel-Gaza border and walked into a
two-story concrete building on the Israeli side.
Arafat, wearing his trademark black-and -white
headdress, arrived minutes later.
" I believe there will be a signing tonight," said
chiefPalestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat.
T he deal und er co ns ideration wou ld give
Palestinians control of 80 percent of the Biblical city
of Hebron, hom e to 130,000 Palestinians and 500
Jewish settlers . It also wou ld set dates for a threestage Israeli withdrawal from West Bank rural areas.
It won't cover some issues sure to cause confl ict
later. Most notably, it is not expected to address the
scope of the planned Israeli w ithdrawals. The
Palestinians want control of most of the West Bank
- an understanding they say was reached with the
previous Israeli government- but according to some
reports, Netanyahu plans to cede as little as onethird of the territory.
Still, a Hebron agreement would be the first concrete step in the Israel-Palesti nian peace process

since Netanyahu 's government took office in June
pledging to s lo w the handover of land to the
Palestinians.
Tension between the two sides rose sharply as the
stalemate dragged on. In September, Palestinian
fr ustration boiled over in clashes with Israel that
killed 79 people. Leaders on both sides have warned
of a new crisis if an agreement is not reached.
Netanyahu and Arafat still had to resolve several
issues lower-level negotiators were unable to settle,
including the wording of U.S. guarantees to both
sides.
"The number of issues on the table is small, getting smaller all the time, but you know that until the
last issue is reso lve d, no thi ng is resolved ,"
Netanyahu said Tuesday even ing.
Israeli troops are expected to withdraw from most
of Hebron w ithin days of a signin g, a lthou g h
Netanyahu has promised to fust present the deal to
his Cabinet, where he faces growing opposition, and
to the Israeli parliament.
Settler leaders met Tuesday night in Jerusalem to
plan a protest campaign agai nst the government they
helped bring to power.
"This agreement is going to tear the nation into
pieces," said Elyakim Haetzni of the Kiryat Arba
settlement outside Hebron.
"Netanyahu has cheated us." Palestinians, meanwhi le, started preparing for the Israeli pullout.
Merchants painted over political graffiti on iron
storefront shutters in the downtown Bab Izawiya
area of Hebron.

fi'ompageone

secretary, said Madigan ' s co mment was directed at elementary
and secondary schools, not teachers at universities.
Brown said Madigan would not
consider speaking against tenure
at universities until he finds out
how the rest of the legislature and
the governor feels about it.
" Some people believe tenure
represents a life time job guarantee," Brown said.

Brown sai d removing the
teachers w ho have bec ome
"burnt-out" and "disinterested" in
teaching would improve the education system.
Ending tenure is just part of the
many education reforms Madigan
favors , Brown said. These also
includ e, requiring teachers to
assign homework everyday and
students to wear school uniforms.
Stan Atkins, the president of

t he C harl eston Education
Association and a teacher of environmental science at Charleston
High School, said he was against
the ending of tenure.
He said tenure protects teachers fi·om losing their jobs because
of personality confl icts with
adm inistrators.
Atkins said a school reform act
passed by the state legislature in
1985 improved the tenure system
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about a teacher the principal can
put the teacher on remediation.
During remedi at ion anoth er
teacher is assigned to observe and
advise the teacher who is the subject of complaints.
The teacher 's job may be terminated if it does not improve
after remediation.
"Teachers are always in jeopardy because they are authority
figures," Atkins said.

THIS WEEK ONLY
at the
Union Bookstore
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in Illinois.
Teachers in Illinois are awarded
tenure after they have completed
a two to three year probationary
period during which the school
principal and the assistant principal periodically evalu ate their
performance.
After teachers achieve ten ure
their jobs still are not completely
secure. If the principal hears complaints from students and parents

Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
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Graduation lacks
faculty attendance
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff writer

ANNA BETZELBERGER /Staff photographer

Practice makes perfect
David Jelinek, a sophomore music performance major, practices his trumpet in the basement of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Faculty Senate rejects idea
for graduate tuition waiver
By MAGGIE MAY
Staff writer
Lack of response from faculty members has
caused the Faculty Senate to drop the idea of extending tuition waivers to children of faculty and staff
who are students in Eastern's graduate school.
Senate member Bill Kirk said the idea is "extinguished, and is now a dead issue."
The senate discussed the graduate tuition waiver at
three meetings last semester, but "there was not
enough response to further investigate the issue,"
Kirk said.
The senate last semester began looking into
changing Eastern's union contract to allow graduate
school tuition waivers for children of Eastern's faculty and staff members.
Eastern's union contract spells out to faculty and
staff members their responsibilities at the university.

The idea was brought up at a senate meeting last
semester, but no senate member knew how feasible
the idea was.
Senate Chair Gail Richard said the senate found
a law in the state legislature that does not allow
state universities to grant tuition waivers to graduate students whose parents are employed at the university.
Richard said although the senate can not change
the state legislation, there was a possibility that the
senate could find a little leeway in Eastern's union
contract.
Currently, undergraduate students whose parents
are employed at Eastern receive tuition waivers.
Richard and Gm-y Foster said the senate started
to look into the graduate tuition waiver issue after a
faculty member asked Kirk if their studenst would
be able to receive a tuition waiver for Eastern's
graduate school.

The Faculty Senate Tuesday discussed concerns about the lack of
faculty representation at commencement ceremonies.
The discussion arose because of a
memorandum sent to the senate by
Mark Haines, director of special
events and commencement. In the
memo, Haines said he was disappointed at the attendance of faculty
members at past commencement
ceremonies and asked the senate to
help remedy the situation.
Faculty Senate Chair Gail Richard
and other senate members said they
may look into how to encourage faculty members to attend the ceremonies, but it was unlikely they
could do more than that.
Senate member Anne Zahlan said
she believed many faculty members
did not think they were welcome to
attend the ceremonies, which she
said might account for low attendance.
"I thought we were never encouraged to go," Zahlan said, prompting
Richru·d to say she believed that perception needs to be changed. Senate
member John Best suggested the
senate or commencement conunittee
look into sending questionnaires to
those faculty who attend conunencement ceremonies to fmd the reasons
why they attend.
No action was taken on the matter
at Tuesday ' s meeting although

Haines and the faculty members of
the commencement committee were
invited to a future meeting to discuss
the issue.
In other Faculty Senate business
Tuesday:
• The senate held an executive
session to discuss confidential information about Faculty Senate personnel, Richard said. She did not specify what type of personnel issue was
being discussed.
When the Faculty Senate came
out of executive session they
announced that Student Body
President Jason Anselment would
discuss the passage of the campus
improvement referendum.
Last semester, students approved
the referendum that will increase
student fees $50 a semester for full
time students. The new fee will
begin in the spring semester of 1998
and continue until the spring
semester 2018.
The money will fund a 24-hour
computer lab, a debit card system,
air conditioning in Ford, Weller,
Lincoln, Douglas and McKinney
Halls, a pilot program for internet
access in residence halls and a food
court in the Mru1in Luther King Jr.
University Union.
• The senate also seated new
member Gail Lockm1, an associate
professor of elementary and jtmior
high education. Lockart, who was
elected in September, will fill Jayne
Ozier's seat while she is on sabbatical leave.

Local bank finds new location
By POLLY RHEA
Staff writer
Community Bank and Trust
in Charleston hopes to move
into its new facility in early July.
Community Bank and Trust
currently is located at 510
Jackson Ave. and will be moving to its new location just west
of Econo Lodge , 810 W.
Lincoln, across the street from
the Sirloin Stockade restaurant.
Construction on the new
building began in late December
1996 and bank manager Dennis

Sager said he hopes to open by
July 1. The foundation for the
new facility already has been
completed.
Sager said the present faci lity
where the bank is located has
limited space and the staff wants
to be able to offer more to their
customers.
" Our hands our tied at the
current facility . There is no
room for expansion ," Sager
said. " At our new location we
will be able to provide a drivethru , an automatic teller
machine , and safety deposit

boxes."
Construction on the new bank
is estimated to be more than one
million dollars, but no definite
figures are available now.
The bank has been in business
in Charleston for more than 100
years. Community Bank and
Trust started as Columbia
Homestead and Loans then later
became a division of Olney
Savings and Loans.
Other branches of Community Bank and Trust are located
in Newton , Olney, Lawrenceville and Fairfield.

Correction
A story in Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported Faculty Senate member
Gail Lockart's faculty position. She is an assistant professor in elemental)' and junior high education.
The News regrets the error.

CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor

I scream, you scream
Lifesty les Vice President Kelly 0 'Connor and publicity chair Deena
Dominy wait to greet Eastern students as part of the student organization
ice cream extravaganza Tuesday afternoon in the University Ballroom. As
of 1 p.m. only three student organizations were in attendance: women s
rugby club, Lifestyles and Epsilon Sigma Alpha service fraternity.
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Students, residents
voice opinions, bring
WGN-TV back on-air
Those students and Charleston residents
who voiced their opposition over the loss of
WGN-TV can chalk up a win for themselves.
TCI Cablevision of Southern Illinois recently announced the reinstatement of WGN-TV to
the Charleston and Mattoon area.
In early December, the local cable company
announced that it would drop WGN-TV from
local programming be-

EditOrial
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It ' s never too late to say
" sorry! "
Many of us can only wish we
could go back in time to make a
wiser decision about some mistakes we 've made in our pasts.
But luckily, we learn from our .___ _ _ _ _ __
mistakes and grow into stronger OMAR HEADEN
individuals.
On Monday, a White House Regular columnist
ceremony addressed some of the
improper military practices that
occurred during World War II by
awarding Vernon Baker (along with six other deceased
African-American so ldi ers) our nation 's top military
honor ... the Medal of Honor.
Out of the l. 7 million black men who served our
country in World War II, 77-year-old Vernon Baker is
the first and only living black man who has been awarded the Medal of Honor - half a century later.
A special Army Senior Officer Awards Board nominated Baker last spring and finally made his heroism recognized.
A special team of military historians investigated the
issue of why no blacks received the top medal for heroism out of the 432 medals that were awarded after World
War II, according to an Associated Press article.
Results concluded that " racial segregation and prevailing attitudes toward blacks were the reasons."
It was later noted that the political climate and common Army practices at the time guaranteed that no black
soldier would ever receive the military 's top award.
Baker was a member of the Army 's all -black 92nd
Infantry, known as the Buffalo Division. On April 5,
1945, Lieutenant Baker and his platoon of 25 led the
fight for Castle Aghinolfi.

In the Dec. 5 edition
of The Daily Eastern News, students said they
would miss watching various Chicago sports
programming and Chicago-based news with
the loss of WGN-TV.
"There is a big percentage of people on
campus that are from Chicago, and the least
you can do is give them a chance to watch
their news. WGN is their one link to Chicago,"
said Paul Fox, a senior math education major.
Fox, other Eastern students and Charleston
residents believed that dropping WGN- TV
from local programming would be a major
upset for the community.
Students and Charleston residents were
encouraged to voice their concerns about the
loss of WGN-TV by writing TCI and WGNTV to try to bring the programming back to
the area.
It worked.
Greg Evans, general manager of TCI for the
Charleston, Mattoon and Decatur areas said Lack of renovations
TCI received complaints from the public in
December when the company dropped WGN- in fine arts building
TV from its line-up.
could harm students
"Normally when we have a channel change,
editor:
whether it's an addition or a deletion, we usu- Dear
I am a firm believer in the differally hear from our customers. This time we ence between want and need. After
heard a little heavier response than normal on reading Reagan Branham 's Dec . 2
column on campus improvements, I
WGN," Evans said Monday.
Now Eastern students from the Chicago area believe there is a very fundamental
need that has been overlooked in
once again can enjoy WGN-TV programming, this
wish list: Safet- y! First, let me
which includes Chicago Cubs, White Sox and address Reagan 's " wish list."
Bulls games, Chicago-based news, re-runs and
Parking spots. We have truly
become a lazy generation if we canmovies.
Response to the loss of WGN-TV and oppo- not bear walking a few blocks to get
to class. Some will walk 14 blocks
sition to TCI's decision made a difference in or
more all winter long just to get to
the situation and resulted in the reinstatement class. Staying warm is not too diffiof WGN-TV, Eastern's major link to Chicago.
cult if you dress right (that 's why

It were not best that we should all
think alike; it is difference of opinion
that makes horse races.
-Mark Twain
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- Omar Headen is a regular columnist for The Daily
Eastern News.
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' ' today' s quote

Baker destroyed a bunker,
three German machine gun
nests and an artillery observation post and shot several other
German soldi ers , according to
the artic le.
In the heat of battle, Baker
and his comrades faced three
enemy attacks in the absence of
their white commander Capt.
John F. Runyon - who had left
the platoon with its radio man to
get reinforcements.
When Baker realized that reinforcements were not
coming, he ordered the seven survivors to retreat whi le
he used grenades to destroy two more enemy machine
gun nests.
After the war, Runyon was nominated for the Medal
of Honor and Baker for the Distinguished Service Cross
award.
For some, it may not seem worthwhile to host a ceremony rewarding Baker and a half dozen of his deceased
comrades for their efforts of long ago.
But Monday 's ceremony was a historic event that not
only recognized the accomplishments of black soldiers
but also symbolized a celebration of our nation taking
" baby" steps forward to correct some of its past mistakes.
There are a host of other wrongs that our nation needs
to address and attempt to correct (some maybe far more
important), but this long-awaited gesture is a step in the
right direction.
It's never too late to say "sorry! "

"Many of us
can only wish
we could go
back in time to
make a wiser
decision about
some mistakes
'
d
,
we ve ma e .. ·

they invented thermal underwear
and Car harts).
Better food in food service? If it's
edible , what's the problem . If it
makes you ill , don ' t spend your
money on dining hall privileges buy a microwave.
Bar entry age. I will be to the
point here: bars are drinking establishments; the legal drinking age is
21; 19-year-old students in a bar
will drink ; 19- (or 16-) year-o ld s

heard.
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your turn
should not be allowed in the bars.
Now, to bring your attention to an
area of campus that really needs
improvement: Doudna Fine Arts
Building.
The Dvorak Concert Hall in the
fine arts building has been condemned due to its poor construction.
Too much weight is being suspended from the ceiling. It has been this
way for over a year (condemned ,
that is - the structure was built nearly two decades ago and has not been
renovated since ... unlike the Rec
Center).
A state inspector has warned that
anyone tampering with the sound
deflection system or the light beams
precariously suspended from the
ceiling will be CRIMINALLY
CHARGED! The situation is dangerous.
If the administration thinks
replacement costs are too high, how
about when 1,000 pounds comes
crashing down on 75 students and
their instruments? Lawsuit anyone?
Students who use the fine arts
building regu larly (music majors
li ve there) wou ld be willing to over-

u s

a t

look all the duct tape on the carpeting, the tacky orange wallpaper (that
is fa lling down - except where it's
held up by duct tape) and the leaky
skylights in the rehearsal hall if the
university would stop overlooking
their safety needs in performing
concerts REQUIRE D for their
major.

JB Faires
jazz studies major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, the author 's
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters wi ll be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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More charges may be filed in murder case of local woman
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
State's Attorney Steve Ferguson plans to
file additional charges by next Tuesday
against the m an acc used of murdering
Sarah Fitzpatrick.
John W. Brazzell , 27, of Danville, is
charged with the first-degree murder of
Fitzpatrick and appeared before C ircuit

Judge Ashton Waller on Monday.
Ferguson said he was unsure what add itional charges he plans to file at this time.
Fitzpatrick, 36, lived alone in a trailer at
505 N. Division St. Lot 6. Her body was
fo und Dec. 21 outside her residence, which
is located in the Northern Estates Mobile
Home Complex.
Ferguson had said there was a c01mection
between Fitzpatrick and Brazzell, but the

Auditions for three spring
plays set to begin today
By DEANA POOLE
Activities editor
The theatre department today
and Thursday wi ll hold open
auditions for three plays that will
be performed this spring.
Auditions begin at 7 p.m. on
the Mainstage of the Dvorak
Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
" What Rough Beast Slouches"
is a hi storical play and wi ll be
the theatre department's first performance of the spring semester.
"(The play) deals w ith the
forces that led up to World War
I ," said dir ecto r Clarence
Blanchette.
Seven acto rs are needed for
the production. Performances of
" What Rough Beast Slouches"
wi ll begin Fe b . 20 on the
Mainstage.
The theatre department's second play, "S low Dance on the
Killing Gro und ," foc u ses on

'

racial inequalities.
"It 's about the breakdown of
inner cities and the lack of
opportunities for minorities,"
said director Ettore Guidotti.
Three people wi ll be cast for
the pl ay. Performances begin
March 27 on the Mainstage.
The final performance of the
spring semester is a children 's
play titled, " Wiley and the Hairy
Man," and wi ll be directed by
Jean Wolski. Students must sign
up for an audition time on the
call board in the Studio Theatre.
Ca ll backs will be h e ld on
Monday.
Students may request to audition fo r a particular play or audition for a ll of them , Guidott i
said.
Blanchette said the auditions
are mainly for acting positions
but students interested in helping
with costumes, makeup or stage
design are welcome to attend as
well.
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Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
for 2, 3, or
v 24
Hour
v' 4Apts.
Maintenance
people
v Air
Central
v' Completely
Conditioning
Furnished
v Close to Campus
v' Free Parking
v Laundry Facilities
v' Swimming Pool

police were not sure what their relationship
was. There were marks on Fitzpatrick 's
neck that indicated she was probably strangled by a piece of cloth, Ferguson said.
Brazzell 's preliminary hearing is set for
Jan. 28. Ferguson's deadline to file additional charges against Brazzell is Jan. 21.
He pleaded innocent to an unrelated
charge of aggravated battery Monday.
Brazzell is a lso accu sed of s h oving a

deputy Dec. 26 while he was in prison.
Ferguson said it is "undetermined at this
point in ti me" whether Brazzell w ill be
tried separately for the aggravated battery
charge.
Brazzell was arreste d on Dec. 23 in
Coles County by authorities on a warrant
from Vermilion County.
Brazzell is being held on $ 1 million
bond.

Road, bridge repairs lack funding
CHICAGO (AP) - Illinois'
183,473 miles of roads and 24,915
bridges are dete1iorating faster than
the state is budgeting money to fix
them, according to a study released
Tuesday by an advocacy organization.
The study prepared by The Road
Information Program of Wash ington contends the state has a $2.9
billion backlog of unfunded highway projects.
T he study projects that the
Illinois Department of Trans portation will be unable to pay for

hundreds of projects needed to
improve 3,500 miles of state roads
and 1,025 bridges over the next five
years.
The study, released by Jllinois
C itizens for Better Highways, a
group of highway contractors and
engineers, predicts that state spending on roads and bridges will have
dropped 50 percent from 1990 to
1999 when adj usted for inflation.
IDOT says it doesn't have the
answer.
"At this time we are not looking
at new ways of fi.mding" the capital

improvement program, said IDOT
spokeswoman Martha Schiebel,
adding that fmding more money is
difficult in an era of budget cutbacks.
The projected drop in state highway funding in coming years will
be due to the erosion of state gas tax
revenues, the increased fuel efficiency of automobiles and a projected reduction in federal spending,
said Frank Moretti of TRIP.
Illinois' 1997 road and bridge
capital improvement program has
been allocated $ 1.7 billion.

Edgar considering sales tax on food
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. Jin1 Edgar and House
Speaker Michael Madigan said Tuesday they would
consider reimposing a state sales tax on food to help
fund schools.
But neither rushed to embrace it.
The food sales tax idea was suggested last week by
Senate President James "Pate" Philip, R-Wood Dale,
as a potential way to cut prope1ty taxes in a school
fi.mding overhaul.
"I'm not going to say no to his suggestion," Edgar
said.
But Edgar, a Republican, said he prefeiTed a poten-

tial boost in the state income tax to shift the schoolfunding burden away from local property taxes.
Madigan, a Chicago Democrat, also emphasized he
doubted he would support a new food sales tax. But he
said he would "like to be able to consider everything
that comes before me. So would I consider it? Yes. "
The sales tax on groceries and drugs was eliminated
Jan. 1, 1984, as a way to he lp the poor. T he tax
remained on food purchased at restaurants.
Edgar also said he is open to changing teacher tenure
laws as part of an overall school package, saying he
does not think "anything is absolute any more. "
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Train service to Chicago continues
SPRINGFIELD - A new deal
between the state and Amtrak
would keep the trains rolling
throughout Illinois and impose
penalties if they are running late.
Gov. Jim Edgar announced the
agreement Tuesday to continue rail
passenger service between downstate communities and Chicago
through June 2000.
The new agreement requires
Amtrak to share the burden of its
operating costs. In the past, Illinois
paid for the carrier's losses. The
state now pays Amtrak a set fee,
leaving Amtrak responsible for the
remainder of its costs.
The three-year agreement
ensures continued rail service
between Quincy and Chicago,
Springfield and Chicago , and
Carbondale and Chicago.
Illinois will pay Amtrak $7 mil-

lion to operate Illinois passenger
service the first year and up to
nearly $8 million per year after
that. The payments are subject to
General Assembly approval.
Edgar hailed the contract as a
" very good deal for the state of
Illinois." "It's also a very good deal
for the people of Illinois who rely
on train service to get about the
state," Edgar said.
The agreement takes effect July
I and carries performance standards. Amtrak would pay a $2,700
penalty each time a train is more
than a half-hour late when leaving
its point of origin.
The deal - the first of its kind
between Amtrak and any state was characterized by an Amtrak
representative as "ground breaking."
"It challenges both parties by

creating incentives and raising perfonnance standards," said Debbie
Hare, Amtrak's senior director for
government and public affairs.
"For Amtrak, it's unprecedented.
We have absolutely no state agreements at this tin1e that include payments for performance. " One
major schedule change would take
place.
The northbound train from
Carbondale to Chicago will be
changed fi:om the cuiTent 4:05 p.m.
departure time to make it an early
morning route. The new tin1e has
yet to be set.
Amtrak has been fighting to
close a budget deficit in recent
years.
Nationally, nearly 20 percent of
the railroad 's routes were cut back
or eliminated in 1995 in an effort
to shrink the deficit.

Engine replaced before plane crash
DETROIT (AP) - The right engine of the Comair
twin-engine turboprop that crashed in a snowstorm
had been replaced five days earlier during regularly
scheduled maintenance, the company said Tuesday.
Asked whether that was a factor in the crash,
Comair Inc. spokeswoman Meghan Glynn said: ''No.
But I can't comment further."
All 29 people aboard Comair Flight 3272 died
Thursday when the Embraer 120, en route from
Cincinnati, nose-dived into a field 18 miles from
Detroit Metropolitan Airport.
The pilot apparently shut down the right engine during the flight. Investigators have said the three controls

used to shut the engine down - switches and levers in
different areas of the cockpit - were found among the
wreckage in the "on" position.
It isn't known whether the crew or the force of the
crash engaged the controls, but the coiTesponding controls for the left engine were not activated and there
was no sign of in-flight fire in either engine, investigators said.
The Kentucky Post repmied Tuesday that Comair
replaces engines in those airplanes every 11 ,500 hours.
Ms. Glynn said the replaced engine had not logged
11 ,500 homs yet, but she didn't know the exact number.

OLD TOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533

Now Leasing for '97 -'98
•Oldetowne Apts.
•Heritage Apts.
•Polk Ave. Apts.
•4th and Buchanan
•1420 6th St. Apts.
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Tabloid to return crime scene
photographs of murdered girl
BOULDER, Co lo. (AP) - A
supermarket tabloid that ran crimescene photos of slain 6-year-old
beauty queen JonBenet Ramsey
agreed Tuesday to return the pictures , along with two others it
didn't publish.
In return , Boulder Co unty
agree d to drop a lawsuit that
sought to block The Globe from
publishing any more of the crimescene photos, said Mike Kahane, a
lawyer for the tabloid.
The weekly Globe ran five photos in the issue that hit newsstands
on Monday. The photos show a
gaJTote - a cord-wrapped stick that

might have been used to strangle
JonBenet - and a rope around one
of her wrists.
W ho ever leaked the pictures
could face theft charges, authorities
have sa id . An investigation is
under way into h ow the Globe
obtained the photos.
Kahane said that under the
agreement, " we deny all wrong
doing, we deny all liability." The
1.3 -mill ion-circu lation tabloid
based in Boca Raton, Fla. , also
reserves the right to republish any
of the photos that it ran Monday,
an d to publish any material it
obtains in the future, he said.

The paper wi ll retum two other
crime-scene photos that it obtained
but did not publish, Kahane said.
Madeleine Mason, deputy county attorney, said the county was
more concerned with two photos
that The Globe did not run because
authorities did not know what they
showed.
The agreement was " the best
way to resolve the issue," she told
a news conference Tuesday.
Police and County Coroner John
Meyer have said publication of the
photos could damage the investigation by revealing details known
only to the killer and police.

Swiss bank admits to destruction
of archive documents from Nazi-era
ZURICH, Switzerl and (AP) - Switzerl and 's
biggest bank admitted Tuesday it threw away
archive material in violation of a government ban on
destroying records that might reveal financial transactions during the Nazi era.
Union Bank of Switzerlan d sai d one of its
employees threw away the documents last week,
apparently thinking they were unimportant.
Zurich district attorney Peter Cosandey described
the documents as " politically sensitive material,"
and said authorities had opened an investigation into
their contents.
The documents were inside two containers waiting to be shredded when an employee of a private
security firm spotted them . The security guard ,
Christoph Meili, said he rescued some of the documents and handed them to Jewish community representatives in Zurich, who then ale11ed police.
"If God puts these documents in my hands, then I
have to do something," Meili said.

Meili - who has been suspended from his job
pending the outcome of the investigation - said he
rescued only part ofthe documents.
The rest were destroyed.
At a n ews co n ference , the Israeli-Hebrew
Community of Zurich said the documents concerned
loans from 1920-1926, including to Gennan firms ,
and propetty dealings from 1930-1970.
There was no immediate indication of whether
they contained any details relating to the Holocaust.
Last month, the government banned banks from
destroying any archive material as part of its investigation into allegations that Switzerland collud ed
with Hitler 's Germany, siphoned off Jewish assets
and laundered Nazi gold.
The Union Bank of Switzerland also has its own
internal ban on destroying archive material.
Cosandey said it was not clear whether criminal
proceedings wou ld be laun ched agai nst the bank
employee, who has not been identified.
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UN on the lookout for mail letter bombs
UNITED NATIONS (AP) U.N. staffers were warned
Tuesday to be on the lookout for
any suspicio us-looking parcels
after the discovery of four letter
bombs sent to the U.N. bureau
of a Saudi-owned newspaper.
U.N. securi ty and New York
City police worked through the
ni ght Monday and into Tuesday
screenin g about 80 ,000 letters
a nd packages with X-ray
machines, U.N. spokesman Fred
Eckhard said.
Eckhard said the fo ur bombs
we re defused by the New York
City police bomb squad . He said
the bomb s were contained in
greeting card -sized envelopes
and e qu ip p e d with electrica l
devices that would detonate the
bombs when the letters were

opened.
FBI official James Kallstrom
said the letter bombs were contained in plain white envelopes
with com put er-ge n erat e d addresses and no return address.
The letters were postmarked
Dec. 21 in Alexand ria, Egypt.
The U.S. Postal Service suspended m ai l deliveries to t he
U ni ted Nations on T u esday
pending completion of th e
screening, U.N. officials said.
The United Nations receives
an average of 15 ,000 to 20,000
pieces of mail a day.
Pat Bossert , spokeswoma n
for the Postal Inspectio n
Service , the law enforceme nt
branch of the U.S. Postal
Service, said there are certain
" suspicious characteris ti cs of

letter and mail bom bs - a rigidity, lop sidedn ess and a certain
th ickness. " A d ay after the
bombs were discovered Mon day, the U.N. headquarters was
open , including to tour ists ,
although guards said the number
of v isitors had decreased dramatically.
The 15 -m e mb er Secur it y
Counci l, effective ly the U.N.
board of di rectors , met as
sch edul ed Tuesday to appro ve
an extension of a U.N. monitoring force on the Prev laka peninsula of the former Yugoslavia.
N ew York C ity pol ice an d
U.N. security b egan briefin g
accredited journalists and U.N.
staff on m easures to protect
themselves against letter bombs
and other explosives.
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Identity of prison escapee not believed
PITTSBURGH (AP) - When a babbling, seemingly deranged man was picked up in a Texas bus
station, medical workers ignored his claims that he
had escaped from prison in Pittsburgh.
"Nobody really took the guy serious ly," said
Larry Johnson of Houston 's Ben Taub Hos pital.
"These people always see people who claim to be
who they ' re not: Visitors from Mars or the CIA. "
Thomas Berkelbaugh, however, was exactly who
he said he was: one of six inmates who used power
tools to tunnel under a maximum-security prison
wall and up through an outside warehouse last week.
The others remain at large.
Berkelbaugh, 48, was sentenced to 10 to 20 years
behind bars for armed robbery , was hi gh on
amphetamines and talking to himself when he was
spotted wandering through a downtown Greyhound
station early Tuesday, police said .
A guard called an ambulance, and Berkelbaugh
was taken to the hospital 's emergency room around
2 a.m . He became visibly angry when staffers

ignored his claims that he had tunneled out of the
State CoJTectional Institution at Pittsburgh with five
other inmates last week.
He gave social workers the phone numbers of
fam ily members to confirn1 his st01y.
"They made the obligatory call somewhat skeptically," Johnson said.
Berkelbaugh waived extradition Tuesday, and two
troopers flew to Houston to bring him back and ask
him where the other five escapers, including two
convicted killers, might be , said st ate police
Commissioner Paul Evanko.
A stolen car that police believe the escapers took
from a moving company near the prison was found
in Dayton, Ohio.
Police said the car had been in the parking lot
since at least Friday ni ght.
The escape was the fourth time si nce 1905 that
inmates have dug a tunnel under the prison wall,
state Corrections Commissioner Martin Horn said
Tuesday.
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PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE STARTING IMMEDIATELY.
Need to be self motivated and
energetic. Public relations a plus.
Flexible hours, fifteen hours per
wee k minimum , five dollars per
hour plus bonuses. Apply in person at Gandolfi Chiropractic
Center.
1/21

THE CHARLESTON REC DEPT.
IS SEEKING DEPENDABLE
AND
CREATIVE
AFTERSCHOOL CLUB COORDINATOR , must be available M - F
2:45-5:30 p.m. Also seeking gymnastics instructors. Apply at 520
Jackson , Municipal Bid . or call
345-6897. EOE.
1/16

TWO GUYS NEED ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING ' 97 , 3 bedroom
house, $180 each , call landlord at
342-3475.
1/17

STUDIO APARTMENT, FUR NISHED , UTILITIES INCLUDED ,
$275 . 348-0178 .
1/17
70
""'G"'"'R""'L-:S::--=o-:-N;-;:E:--;;-A
I
N-;::D--:T:;:-;W-;;-;;:;O~B EDROOM NICELY FURNISHED
APARTMENT. Trash and water
paid. 10 month lease. 345-5048 .
1/16

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
Now leasing for summer '97- fall
'97-'98 school year. 1 Block East
Old Main . Completely furnished.
Three month summer lease, nine
month individual lease. 345-7 136.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
GROUP OF 5 OR 6. Fall 97 8976266

~M~A~K=E~Y
~O~U~R~S~U~M~M~E~R~C~OUNT!

Now hiring summer staff for Girl
Scout Resident Camp . Certified
lifeguards , cooks , counselors ,
unit leaders , program directors ,
and LPN/EMT openings. Camp is
located outside Ottawa, IL on 260
wooded acres. Only those serious about working with the youth
of today while learning/teaching
valuable outdoor living skills need
apply. June 15 , 1997 -July 26 ,
1997. Complete training provided .
Minorities are encouraged to
apply. For application write or
call : TGSC , 1533 Spencer Road ,
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723-3449 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/21
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves . Excellent benefits +
bonuses ! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57388 .
2/14
_E_A_S_T_E_R_N_E_U_R_O_P_E_E_M-PLOYMENT- Travel Eastern Europe by
teaching basic conversational
English in Prague, Budapest, or
Krakow. Inexpensive Room &
Board + other potential benefits.
Find out how to succeed in this
field . Call (206) 971-3680 ext .
K57381 .

;TI""R""E""D-,O""'F:--,W~O""'R""'K.,.,.IN-:-::G::-F""O""R;::-;MINI-

MUM WAGE? DO YOU WANT
FLEXIBLE HOURS? EASTERN'S
ANNUAL TELEFUND HAS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE ENERGETIC AND HIGHLY MOTIVATED TO BUILD FUND-RAISING
AND FUND-RAISING RELATIONSHIPS WITH ALUMNI OF
EASTERN . Apply at suite 107
Worthington Inn Business Center
or come to an informational meeting on Tuesday, January 21 at
5:30p.m .
1/17
-=D""'R""'
I E::-:C:-::T=--::-C-:-A-=-R=E-=P""'R""'O::-:F=-=E=-=s=-=-sI 0 NALS NEEDED IN A 24-HOUR
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM , providing services to adults and children with developmental disabilities . Evening and weekend shifts
available. Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries ,
825 18th St. Charleston , IL
61920-EOE.
1/22
~IM~M-,-E=-D.,...,I-AT=E~P~O~S.,..,IT~IO~NS-,..,-AVAI LABLE. FLEXIBLE AFTERNOON
HOURS
M - F,
$5 . 00/HR .
Applications available in suite 1 07
Worthington Inn Business Center
Through January 21 , 1997.
1/17

217

Wanted
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Travel the world (Hawaii , Mexico,
Caribbean) & earn an excellent
income in the Cruise & Land-Tour
Industry. For details, call 1-206971-3550 ext. C57388 .

217

WANTED 100 STUDENTS .
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough . RN assisted . Free
gift. $35 fee . 1 (800) 579-1634.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17

A-=--=-S.,...,IA---=E-:-M:-::P:-:-L--=0:-:-Y:-:-M-:-:E=-:N-.,.,T=--.,...Le_a_r_n...,.how
students have made $25-$45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan , Taiwan , or S .
Korea . Many employers provide
room & board and/or other benefits . Call 206-971- 3 570 . ext .
J57383.

217

~v=o-,-L.,.-:U.,-.,N=T=E=E=R--=s~---,-N=E=E=DED

URGENTLY TO HELP WITH
"Aero-imps" children 's gymnastics
program . Late afternoon Tuesday
and Thursday. Call Scott
Crawford . 581-6363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
BARTENDERS AND WAIT
STAFF NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. Must be 21 . Apply at
Broadway Joes. 1412 Broadway,
Mattoon.
1/17
-C-H-IN_A_8_8_D_E_L_I_V_E_R_Y_D_R_IVER

Make Money
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
MAILING CIRCULARS. For info
call 202-298-1335
1/31
=FR=E=E--=T=--s=-H:-:-1:-::R:-::T:-+--:::$-:-1o-=-o::-:o=-.-::Credit
card fundraisers for fraternities ,
sororities and groups . Any cam pus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application . Call 1800-932-0528 ext 65 Qualified
callers receive a free T-shirt.
1/15
=E-:-A-=R-:-N:---=E:-:-X:-::T:-::R::-cA:--::M-:-0:::-:-:N-=E::-Y:-.F 0 R
SPRING BREAK sell Avon . Call
345-4197 or 235-1544.
2/13

Roommates

NEEDED. 11-3 p.m . apply within .

~---~----1/21

NOW HIRING . Need newspaper
inserters to work 1-3 days a week
from 1-3 a.m. Apply within .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17

TWO GUYS NEED TWO ROOMMATES FOR SPRING '97 . Four
Bedroom house , $200 each . Call
Landlord at 342-3475.
1/17

~M~A-:-L=E~R.,.o-=o~M..,..M~A=T=E-N:-:-=E=E·DED

FOR SPRING ' 97 TERM .
$215/month for own bedroom
plus 1/3 utilities. Tenth Street Call
Larry or Jeff 345-7735.

~--=:-::~,....---=---=-1/17

NEEDED :
One
Female
Roommate . Call 348-1942 .
1/20
=R--=o-=o'""'M_,.M,..,..,..A=T-=E-:S::-:T=-:1-:-L.,--L....,.N-:-:E=-=E=D ED :
Own room , free cable , water,
trash , washer/dryer. $1 gs + 1/3
utilities. 348-5362 .
1/21
G-=-:-:1R=L-::s=--=o'"'"N-:---=s--=o-:-U:-::T:-:-H-:---=S-=E-=:C0 N D
STREET HAVE TWO ROOMS
OPEN !! Ultra cheap ! Nice house!
Call 348-7020 .
1/16

Sublessors
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
OWN ROOM . Nice House , laundry fac i l ities , great location .
$200/mo. plus utilities. Call Lynda
or Tracy at 345-748 1

~-:---=,.....-,,..,....,..,,...,..-,~,....,..=--~1/17

MALE SUBLESSOR , HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Low Rent.
Own room . Call Larry Bridges
345-3393

~....,....,~~~=-=--=-=-=--:-:-1/26

MALE SUBLESSOR , House
close to campus . Low rent own
room . Call Larry Bridges 3453393.
1/26
=F-=E::-:M'"'"A-,-L=E....,S~U.,..,B~L--=E=-=s--=s--=o--=R~NEED-

ED. Own room . Nice house, great
location . $200/mo. plus utilities .
(Laundry Facilities) Call Lynda or
Tracy at 345-7481
1/17
-=s,..,u=BL:-:E=-=s""'s""'o""'R~N:-::E:-::E=D-=E=D: =c,-lose to
campus , Rent Negotiable own
room . Call 348-0727, 345-9255.
1/16
1---=2-,--s=-u~B=-LE=-s=-s=-o~R=s-:N~E=-E~DED .

7

House near campus . Call 348 0877 .
1/17
=s,...,U""'B.,..L;:::-EA~S;:::-E-:A:-:-V""'A"""IL,..,A'""'B""'L-;:E,.....,.,-IN" 2-3
BR HOUSE FOR CLEAN NONSMOKER.
$215
+
UTILITIES/NEGOTIABLE. Near
Stix. 345-2564 .
1/17
=F=EM;-;-:-A.,-L=E-=s:-:-U-:-::B:-:-L=E=s=s=o=R~NEED-

ED . Close to campus , low rent ,
low utilities. 345-1505.
1/23
=Tw;-;-;::o'"""""s,..u"'B,..L=E=s=s=o=R'""s'":"'D"'"e....,l-ux-e furniture , apartment close to campus. Rent negotiable, low utilities.
348-0979.
1/29
O'"',...N"'E..-,S,....O"'B""'L-.E..,S""S"'"'"'O...
R.-....N...E..,.E..,.
D ED:
$125/month for largest bedroom
in house. Share house with 5
other male and females . Great
deal! Call Gerry at 345-4568.
1/22
-=s:-:u=B:-:LE=-=s""'s""'o""'R::-::-N-=E-=E=D=ED=-: C~LOSE
to campus , rent negotiable own
room . Call 348-0727, 345-9255
1/16

------~~~1/17

LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363 . Apartment available .
5/5
-LA-R--,-G_E_2__
B_E_D_R~O,...,O,...,M~T,...,O~WN -

,..,N.,...IC::-:E=-,--::c-,-L=o--=s=E=--=T=o--::C~A.,.,M.PUS

FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
5/5
-=c7L-=o--=s=E=---=T::-:O::--C::-A-,-::-:M:-::P:-:-U:-:S::--:F=:-U R-

HOUSE FOR 2 , 3 , OR 4 PEOPLE . Furnished . Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363. Apartments available .
5/5
7
A-=p-=-A=R=T~M=E~N=T~F~O~Ro---=R=E""N=T,...
. Nice
location . Call 345-2363.

NISHED APARTMENT, WATER
AND GARBAGE INCLUDED .
348-0288.
1/15
:-:N=o'""W-:-L:-:E::-:A--=s""'N-:-:G=--=F=o=R--=F'
l
"'"A.,...LL:--:1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231 .
5/5

~-.,-----..,--,--=-=:-::=:-:::-:,.,-,.,-~1/18

FALL-5,4 ,3,2 BEDROOM HOUSES , 2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS . Close to campus . 3485032 .
2/5

=FU:-:R=N~I:-::S~H-=E=D, S=-P~A~C~IO=:-::U~S-:4~AND

6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fal l of 1997. 6 blocks North of
Hardees. Offstreet Parking available . Reasonable utilities . Ask
about 8 % rent d iscount. Phone
345-7225.
5/5

BALCONY, AIR , CLOSE TO
CAMPUS . 24 - HOUR MAINTENANCE , AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 345-6000 .
5/5

Services Offered

~IN-:-=C.,.-:H-:-A=R:-:LE=cS=T=O:-:-N~2~B:-::E:-::D~R=ooM

HOUSE with garage , no pets .
Call after 1 p.m . (217)932-4760
1/17
A-=-=pA-=-=R=T"'"'M'""E:-:-N:-::T:-::S:---:F=-:0:::-cR=---==REN T.
Various sizes. Fall 97 897-6266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
GROUP OF 3 OR 4 . Spring 97
and Fall 97 897-6266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17

;::FU:-:R=N~I:-::S~H-=E=D-c
, S;::;P::-:A:-::C'""IO~U;-7S;:;-;-4-;::;-BED-

ROOM , 2 BATH , 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or Fall of 1997 . 6 blocks
North of Hardees. Offstreet
Parking available . Reasonable
utilities . Ask about 8% rent discount. Phone 345-9531 .
5/5
-=o-=-N'""E,...,B=cE~D=-cR=-o=-o-::--:-M:-A"'"'P=-=T=-=s=-.--,A:-:-11:-util ities (e x cept phone & cable)
included . Unfurnished . 11 1/2 mo.
lease , off street-parking. NO
PETS! NO PARTIES ! Quiet people only. One person : $ 385 .00
Two people : $200 per person .
345-6759.
5/5
A-=-=PA-=-=R=T:-:M'""E:-:-N:-=T::-::S::--t:-w-o-an-d..,...,th-reebedroom near campus . Phone
345-2416.
1/21
:-:H=O~U::::S-=E=S-:N-::EA::-:-:R::--=C,.,-A7
M;;:P::-U;-;:S:. Ideal
,
for 4 or 5 persons . Phone 3452416 .
1/21
:-L1:-:-N'""C~O""'L-:N-::W-;;-;;::;0-;:0:-::D::--P:::-1:-:-N;-;:E=T·R E E
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
patios, Balconies, air, pool , sundeck, close to campus , 24-hour
maintenance appointment. 3456000 .
5/5
7
1 ,-:2::-:-A:-:N~D-:3:-=BE""D"'"'R~O=-o:::-M;-;-,--A;-;P::-:;-ARTMENTS close to campus . Call
Oldetown . 345-6533.
3/15
:-L:-:-1N:-:C::-:0::-:L-:N-::W-;;-;;::;0-;:0;-;D::--:::-P:-=-1N-;-;:E=TR' E E
Furnished apartm ents , patios ,
balconies , air, pool , sundeck ,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
=-2-;::B:;:::E:;::;Dc;::;R-;:;O-;::O:-:-M:;-A-;;-;::o:PT:;:-,-;:F:;-U;-;::R;7N;;-;IS;;-;-HED

-~~~--:---=--=--=-:-~,1/17

4 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER AND/OR FALL 97 3 &
4 bedroom $160- $ 21 0/person
Call 342-3475.
1/22
""p=R.,...IC,_,E,.....,R'""E""'D,..,U..,..C""'T=I--=o'"'"N-:-:!-::R::-:E=NT A
1.7 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR FOR SPRING FOR ONLY
$20 ! No delivery, but will pick up
at end of semester. University
Union Refrigerator Rentals-Call
581-3616.
1/16
=R""'O"""O'"'"M..,..,S=-=F-=-o--=R=--=-R-=E..,..,N-=T'""'W
- ~OMEN
ONLY Intercession , Summer
1997-98 semester. Large house
fully furnished . One block from
union . Centra l AIC $ 220/month
utilities included. Pat Novak
(630)789-3772 .
2/3

IT'S NO LONGER NECESSARY
TO BORROW MONEY FOR
COLLEGE . We can help you
obtain fund i ng . Thousands of
awards availavble to all students
immed iate qualification 1-800651-3393 .
________________ 1/15

clips
ZETA PHI BETA will be hosting a social Thursday in Greek Court
@6p.m. Free Food.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bible Study tonight at 8 p.m . at
Immanuel Lutheran Church across from Tarble Arts Center.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA meeting tonight at 5 :30 p .m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union . Please attend-discussing rush .
Call Becky if you cannot attend .
KOINENIA retreat February 21-23. Applications can be picked up at
the Newman Center.
WICI Members pick up informational flyers today at the Daily Eastern
News in the Gallery. Questions call Missa 345-6445.
AISA Web page development meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in LH 035.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Informational rush tonight at 7 p.m . sharp in
the Effingham Room-MLK Union . Business attire required .
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass tonight at 9 p .m . at the
Newman Chapel. Fellowship following in the lounge. Newman Chapel
is located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln .
HAITI CONNECTION meeting tonight at 7 :30 p.m . at the Newman
Center. If interested in the third world please attend.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND ALLIES UNION weekly meeting
tonight at 8 p .m. in the Greenup Room-MLK Union. Welcome Back!
Everyone is welcome!
GREEK WEEK Steering Committee meeting tomorrow at 5 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room-MLK Union.
BETA PHI PI FRATERNITY INC. Informational tonight at 7 p.m. sharp
in the Casey Room-MLK Union .
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed . All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thu rsday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published . No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be edited for
available space.

The Daily Eastern News
ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

1 Receded
6 Namesakes of

Name:---------------------------------Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Cash

0 Check

O credit

Check number

Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run ---------------------------Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
cons idered libelous or in bad taste .

57-Down
10 " Begone! "
14 Suspect"s need
15 Converted
apartment
16 Time piece
17 Maugham novel
made into a
1946 movie.
with " The "
19 Bout of
debauchery
20 Not now
21 Driver' s club ,
for short
22 Unwanted look
24 57-Down ·s
predecessor
25 Popular cable
channel

29 Before,
informally

30 Bled
31 Dernier - 32 Worse than bad
35 Habit
37The Man
H Rossini opera,

with "The "
41 Sailing

42 Part of Q .E.D .
43 Bottomless pit
44 Monique, e .g .:
Abbr.
45 Horse's tidbit
46 Towel stitching
47 "The Amityville
Horror" actress

55 O .S .S.
successor
56 Prix-57 ian Fleming title
59 Facing danger
&2Wallop
63 Highlander
64 " - - ears "
65 Modern
pentath lon
event
66 1987 Costner
ro le
67 What a will , e.g .,
may ind icate?

DOWN

1 Home base, in
sci-fi
51 Cap with a
2 Ennui , with "the "
pompom
3 "The Pearl
54 Ancient
Fishers "
greetings
composer
4 Poet"s black
sHeading: Abbr .
6 Of an intestine
7 Film maker
a Alphabetic run
9 Star-shaped
oDid a
b lacksmith's
job
~~:::;.r=+.~ 11 " If I remember
• • • 12 Summer time :
Abbr .

-::-~~-=+-=+~~ -':::-t=Et-:71 13 Have a go at
R~~=+.=::-1 18 Spinnaker, e .g .

3 Longtime
5 Shade of green
26 Artist Max

27 Doctoral dread
28WXYphone
buttons
29 March
instrument
32 Embarrass
33 Futile effort
34 Like many
writers
35 Mary of the
comics
36 Birds-feather
connector
37 Fam . members
39Transfer

40 Heraldic fur
45 "A Chorus Line "
finale
46 Radiator output
48Eiicit
49 Pains' partner
50 Some strings
51 Giant

52 Skaters' jumps
53 Actress Oberon
56 Notability
57 34th Pres.
sa Agent , for short
60 Highlander 's
negative
61 Seinfeld , e.g .
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NCAA convention wraps up in Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The NCAA voted Tuesday to
make basketball players think
twice before going early into the
NBA draft, just one day after giving athl etes more liberty and
more say than ever before.
In another significant action on
the last day of the final full convention of the NCAA, delegates
voted to give fmancial protection
to al l men 's and women 's NCAA
championships 111 Olympic
sports. Many, especially men 's
volleyball and gymnastics, were
in danger of losing their funding.
" 'This takes these sports off
the endangered list," Ohio State
athletic direcor Andy Geiger
said. "This is a very happy development. "
The measure to protect
Olympic sports championships
was approved after lengthy
debate , but delegates voted
almost without argument to partially rescind the right for undergraduates to go early into the
NBA draft.
Three years ago , the NCAA
decided to permit undergraduates
to enter the draft and retain their
eligibility so long as they did not
hire or agent or sign a contract.

Since then, an increasing number of underclassmen have left
college. The NBA also adopted a
policy that lets teams retain rights
to players they draft even if the
draftees return to college.
The new NCAA rule specifies
that ath letes who enter the draft
but aren ' t selected will retain
their eligibility.
But if a team does draft them,
their college careers are over.
Thus, the athletes will bear ultimate responsibility for this
important decision.
" The NBA has rendered the
intent of the (original) legislation
useless by establishing a rule
which does not allow players to
re-enter the draft ," Mike
Tranghese, commissioner of the
Big East Conference, said.
" 'We think it's a positive step
and it's what we recommended
three years ago when the measure
first passed," said Chris Brienza,
an NBA spokesman.
The NBA has now agreed to
set up an advisory committee
similar to the NFL's that counsels
undergraduates on their pro
potential.
"We're working with the
NCAA and our players ' association to put something together

and think it ' s a good idea , "
Brienza said.
In other action Tuesday before
adjournment, delegates: - Voted to
prohibit coaches
and administrators
from taking part in
any gambling activity associated with
professional sports
contests.
Authorized
NCAA testing of
athletes who test
positive for banned drugs by nonNCAA athletics organizations.
Turned down a measure to
let basketball recruiters make
unlimited phone calls to
prospects 48 hours before and
after the first day of the national
signing period.
Gene Corrigan, commissioner
of the Atlantic Coast Conference
and president of the NCAA, drew
a standing ovation from more
than 2,600 delegates as he pronounced the end of a four-day
convention which proved hi storic
on at least two fronts.
For one thing, it was the last
full convention in the NCAA's
91 -year history, ending a lon g
and colorful tradition of democ-

racy within collegiate athletics.
For another, the athletes themselves made a major breakthrough in having
their voices heard,
and helped win
two important new
rights for those
who play the
games.
" What a convention," Corrigan
said . " Do any of
you ever remember a convention
like this?"
During a heavy schedule on
Monday, delegates approved the
final pieces of a far-reaching
restructuring process.
No longer will big-time
schools join smaller institutions
once a year with every college
having one vote on rules and policy.
Gaining near-unanimous
approval was a streamlined, representative form of government.
Beginning Aug. 1, the new,
multi-layered system will mean
the big-time schools are ruled by
a body of college presidents
elected by the major conferences.
The last NCAA convention
may be best remembered for the

emerging influence of athletes
and a determination by schools to
begin trusting one another not to
break the rules.
At the urging of Bridget
Niland of the student- ath lete
advisory committee , sc hools
agreed to let partial qualifiers
who get their degrees in four
years have a fourth year of eligibility.
Plus, making what everybody
agreed was a giant leap of faith ,
Division I schools voted narrowly to let athletes hold part-time
jobs.
The potential for abuse is ripe
and just keeping track of things
could create an administrative
nightmare.
But the schools did what Niland
and NCAA executive director
Cedric Dempsey urged and set
aside their fears and distrust.
" Consider the welfare of the
student-athlete.
Look at this legislation on the
principle of honesty and trust, not
fear of abuse," said Niland, who
ran track and cross country at the
University of New York-Buffalo.
On Tuesday, ath letes won
another victory when the move to
allow unrestricted calls to basketball recruits was defeated.

Fighting lllini stun Minnesota Drabek returns to Sox
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Kevin Turner
scored 24 points , including three free
throws in the final 36 seconds, as Illinois
handed No. 7 Minnesota its first Big Ten
loss Tuesday, 96-90.
The Gophers (15-2 overall, 4-1 Big
Ten) led for most of the second half, but
Illinois ' scrappy 1-on-1 defense outrebounded Minnesota 23-15 in the second half and
forced Minnesota to take too many chancy outside
shots.
Chris Gandy's 3-pointer with 3:16 left gave the
Illini (13-4, 3-2) an 84-82 lead. Minnesota pulled to
within one point, 87-86 , with 1:39 left on Russ
Archambault's 3-pointer.
But Archambault fouled out 28 seconds later, followed by Quincy Lewis and Sam Jacobson , as
Illinois hit six free throws down the stretch to seal
the win.

Kiwane Garris also scored 24 points
for the Illini, including four free throws
in the final two minutes. Gandy scored
14 points and grabbed 9 rebounds.
Minnesota led by as many as 6 points,
the final time at 74-68 with 6:26 left as
Charles Thomas converted on a 3-point
play.
Illinois responded with a 9-4 run
capped by Ga nd y ' s layup on a fast break that
brought the Illini within one point, 78-77, with 5:26
to go.
Minnesota's Eric Harris then fouled out on an
intentional foul with 4:57 left and Matt Heldman hit
both free tlu·ows to give Illinois a 79-78 edge.
Bobby Jackson was just shy of a triple-double for
the Golden Gophers, with 21 points, 9 rebounds and
9 assists. Jacobson and Thomas both added 15 .
Illinois went on a 9-4 run in the last three minutes
of the first half to take a 48-46 halftime lead.

For Sale

Personals

PIONEER RACK SYSTEM
STEREO. Brand-new-still in obx.
$900 value for only $500. 3485865
1/15

KRISTIN HAHN OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA:Congratulations
on getting pinned over the holidays. Your sisters are proud!
1/15
:-:-N""IK::-1""B:-:-U::::-R""KE::::--:::0:-::F:-:A::-:S~T=-,c-o-n-gr-atulations on being lavaliered to such
a handy sweetheart, AARON
1/15
""H=EY,.,--,:S:-:-N:-:A""K'=E""S.,..,!W:-:-:-e:-lc-om-e--:-b-ack to
school. Break was too long .
1/15
7
A
N""o=ER=-s=-o:::-:-:N-:O::-:F=-=s""IG::-;M-:-A:--::P::-:I! Tau
love, Minica and Christa
1/15

~U~N~U~S~E~D-1~9~
" ~Z~E~N~IT~H~T~V~/VCR

comb. $450.00 Yamaha Trumpet
$400.00 923-5297
1/15
W:-:-:-:::007M.,.,E07N.,.,'S::::-:-H-:-:Ac:R:-:-L-::E""Y""-D""A""V""'Io=-s·o N
LEATHER JACKET Worn twice.
$150. Call 348-8781.
1/24
W:-:-:-:0::-:R::-:o=--=-p=-R-=o-=c:-=E::-:S::-:S:-:0::-:R::--W:-: IT H
MONITOR $125 OBO Call Chris
348-1783.
1/22

Lost & Found
LOST: 1996 DAY PLANNER full
size , black plastic soft cover.
REWARD. Theatre Dept. 5813110 or home 345-3041
1/16

Personals
JON KONECKI AND WES
DAVEY
OF
DELTA
CHI:
Welcome back! I hope you guys
had a great holiday. Love, Krissie.
1/15
=-s~lG=-:::P:;-;1'~S-:-W-:=E.,-L~c-=oc;-M-:-:E=-:::Bc-:A-:::C K. I
hope you all had a wonderful holiday break. Love, Quincy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15

CHICAGO (AP) -The Chicago White Sox, looking to shore up
their starting rotation , signed Doug Drabek, a former Cy Young
Award winner, to a one-year contract Tuesday.
Drabek, who won the 1990 Cy Young while going 22-6 with
Pittsburgh , has pitched the last four seasons with the Houston
Astros, compiling a 38-42 record.
The 34-year-old right-hander was 7-9 with a 4.57 earned run
average in 30 starts with the Astros last season. He is 137-112
lifetime, with a 3.41 ERA.
Drabek talked with several other teams, including the crosstown Cubs. He chose the Sox, he said, because they were persistent and because they have a chance to go to the postseason.
He was drafted by the White Sox in 1983.
"Really with the Cubs it seemed like there was not a set offer.
They didn't come at me with a contact per se," Drabek said .
"The Sox kept calling and showing interest and kept trying to
come up with something. "
Drabek will join a rotation that includes Jaime Navarro, Wilson
Alvarez and James Baldwin.
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Announcements
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!! WE
HAVE BEANIE BABIES! Large
selection GIRAFFE 608 6th
Street 348-8821 .
1/17
c=o-=-L.,..L=E-=G-=E:--::F""IN""A-:--:-:N-=c-=-1A""L,...-A I DStudent Financial Services has
information on 3,400+ public &
private sector funding sources. A
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING
FINANCIAL AID! For information:
1-800-263-6495 ext F57388.
2/7
=o=Es=p=E=R~A~D~o=·=s~C~D=-"=E~Xc=H~A~NGE

back to school blues sale happening Friday. 15% off all CO's.
Also carrying T-shirts, incense ,
posters, and new CO's. 1414 6th
street. 345-2115 M-S 11-9
Sunday 11-6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Panthers in first place
Hoops team
tops in the
Ohio Valley
By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor

Surprise, surprise - at least
according to some pre season predictions.
Five games into the Ohio
Valley Conference schedule ,
teams are already defying those
predictions, including Eastern
Illinois.
The Panthers' 4-1 conference
record gives them a share of first
place in the OVC. They were
picked for eighth.
Tennessee State was picked for
second place, but right now the
Tigers are struggling at 0-5 in the
conference and 2-11 overall.
Middle Ten nessee State was
picked to finish in the middle of
the pack, but the Blue Raiders are
tied with the Panthers on top.
"Middle Tennessee being at the
top is a surprise," Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels said. "They
had a good run in their non-confe r e nce sc h edule. They beat
Providence (77-75) and Montana
(66-63) and played Alabama to a
two or three point game (a 77-74
loss)."
Samuels also said most of the
league is playing out to his expectations.
" Overall , it ' s about what I
expected, particularly in the playing styles of the teams, because a

lot of them like to run up and
down the floor," he said. "One of
the biggest surprises is the talent
of the bigger players in the
league."
Samuels mentioned Eastern
Kentucky ' s junior center Matt
S imon s. Monday ni g h t , the
Colonels came to Charleston and
lost to the Panthers 84-77. Simons
recorded 12 points on 5-of-9
shooting along with seven
rebounds.
Panther counterpart John
Sm ith, a freshman center who is
listed as four inches shorter than
Simons, also scored 12 points (on
5-of-7 shooting).
Samuels said with the middle
of the schedule coming up, teams
will start to play a little bit harder.
" As we play each game, the
intensity is going to increase, and
our team is going to have to continue to play the way we are right
now," he said. "Teams are going
to start feeling pressure to either
hang on to where they're at or
either going up or down."
Leading the league: As a
team , the Panthers are sitting at
the top of the OVC in field goal
percentage. As of Jan. 12, Eastern
was shooting .476 from the floor,
giving them the league lead by
.001 over Tennessee Tech.
But with the Panthers ' .580
performance Monday night, they
look to increase their lead.
Both extremes: Morehead
State sits atop the league in scoring offense, putting up an average
of 82.5 points per game. This
includes a 130-48 drubbing of
Asbury.
But why do the Eagles currently occupy the ninth spot in the

OVC at 0-5 in conference and 211 overall?
Morehead also leads the league
in points allowed per game. The
Eagles give up 88.3 points per
game, including three losses in
which their opponents have
scored over 105 points.
The launching pad: Part of
the reason for Middle Tennessee's
success thus far is the team 's ability to hit the three pointer.
Although they have not
attempted the most treys in the
conference, the Blue Raiders have
the only team ave ra ge over 40
percent in the league.
At 42 percent, Middle Ten nessee has the conference lead by
four percentage points over
Tennessee Tech.
Simply scoring: Junior guard
Rick Kaye added to his 16.4 ppg
average Monday night with a 19point performance against Eastern
Kentucky. Kaye is currently third
in the conference in scoring.
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Students
Hot Deals at

IDVC
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TEAM

Co n f.

Eastern Illinois
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Murray State.
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead St.
Tennessee State

Overall

4-1
4-1
4-1
4-2
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-3
0-4
0-5

7-6
11-4
7-9
7-9
8-5
6-6

4-9
4-10
2-10
2-11

8282

1 Large
2 PT~pping

8282

$199
plustax

Extra Toppings 99¢ each
Not valid w/ any other coupon
Expires 1/14/97

YOUNGSTOWN
NOW RENTING
SPRING '97 • FALL '97-'98

5a" Furnished
M" Dishwashers
M" Garbage Disposals
5a" Central Air

5a" 3 Laundry Facilities
M" 1,2,3,&4 Bedrooms
5a" On site manager
5a" 24 Hr. Maintenance
5a" Spacious units
5a" $50.00 Referral Plan
( Evenings are emergency on ly)

c--/ 10 Ins. Leases or

M

M"

1Year Leases
Wooded Location

CALL 345-2363
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET
AROU

Chicago's lead to 106-104, but Toni Kukoc was left
alone for a layup that sealed the win. Webber made a
3-pointer at the final buzzer.
Rodman got his 14th rebound of the game, good
for No. 10,000, with 1:58 left in the third quarter and
got a rousing ovation during a timeout. He is the
24th player in NBA history to get 10,000 rebounds.
He finished with 18.
Rod Strickland added 23 points for the Bullets,
and Juwan Howard, who fouled out with 6:16 left,
finished with 17 points.

348-

IZZa

Upcoming games
Thursday
Eastern Kentucky at Morehead St.
Tennessee-Martin at Tenn . Tech

•aJ

348-

~

1997 MEN'S
Basketball

Bulls dodge Bullets in victory
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael Jordan scored 39
points, including eight in the final two minutes, and
Dennis Rodman reached 10,000 career rebounds
Tuesday night as the Chicago Bulls beat the
Washington Bullets 108-107.
Scottie Pippen added 25 points and made three
key 3-pointers in the final quarter for Chicago,
which won its seventh straight and improved its
NBA-best record to 32-4.
Chris Webber scored 33 points for the Bullets,
including a basket with eight seconds left that sliced

WELCOME BACK

·o TI-lE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TI-I STREET ACROSS

FRO M CJ-1 RCI-1

MAKE A VIEWING
APPf. TODAY!!
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However, Spoo said h e ha s
decided not to fill Barone's job
until after the Feb. 5 signing
date for recruits.
While both coaches will event ually be replaced , there is no
question that Spoo has lost two
quality coaches.
Barone served as the
Panthers' offensive line coach
for the past three years and he
boasted one of the biggest offensive lines in Division I-AA foot-

ball over the last two seasons.
As for Bowers , he worked
und er defensive coordinator
John Smith for the past two seasons en route to help making the
Panthers one of the top defenses
in the Ohio Valley Conference
this past foot ball season.
Spoo was quick to point out
that experience is the main thing
that will be lost because of the
departure of Bowers and Barone.
" Ex perience is what we've

lost," Spoo sa id . " U ntil you ' ve
been through the wars it's hard
to adjust because Bowers and
Barone knew how to get ready
for game situations."
Spoo is confident, though ,
that Wilkerson will learn with
time.
" It w ill take some time for
him to understand the whole situation but once he does that he
will be much more efficient,"
Spoo said.

Wednesday at

Utl~arty's
KARAOKE & DJ PARTY! . . .- ·,..

$2 00 22oz
$3 50 Pitchers
$1 5O

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street)

~Now Leasing for FAIL '97

LITE, BuD LIGHT AND BuD

v:~

"ies

Si'e

citJ.l

$1

(Lite and Ice House)

AMARETIO MIXERS
KAMAKAZI

You Can Be A

STAR!

• Furnished Units ' Central AC Call anytime 348-1479
for an appointment
• Free Parking ' Balconies
Open House: 3-5 pm
• Free Trash
' ~undry
Today
• DIShwashers
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Hughes anchoring Panther wrestling
No.5 rank
in nation
best on team
At the begirming of the Panther
wrestling season, senio r AllAmerican Matt Hughes was
expected to be their top gun and
so far he has been firing away.
Starting out the season ranked
No. 5 nationally, Hughes went on
a tear, winning four out of the five
tournaments the Panthers have
competed in. He went undefeated
the first month of the season until
he placed third at the Midlands
tournament over break losing to
Iowa 's Joe Williams by a score of
9-6.
Williams is ranked No. 1 in the
country and is also the defending
national champion.
Hughes has now boosted two
notches in the rankings to No. 3
with hi s season record of 25-1.
On Sunday he defeated Purdue's
Eric Douglas in a decisive 9-3
win.
The 25 wins give Hughes the
best record on the Panther squad,
with the next c losest wrest ler
being freshman Don Pool at 1310.
In only his seco nd year as a
Panther after transferring from
Linco ln Comm uni ty College,
Hughes' career record stands at
66-1 2, good for a .846 winn in g
percentage.
He has recently been selected
to compete in the National
Wrestling Coaches Association
A ll- Star C lassic on Fe b . 3 at
Clarion University in Pennsy lvania. Hughes is on ly one of
two 158-pounders to be cho sen

SMITH

Amateur Wrestling News top
25
(Through Jan. 8)
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
IOT.
lOT.
I 2.
I 3.
14.
I 5.
I 6.
17T.
17T.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Eastern wrestler Tim Stringer (right) tries to break free of the hold from a Purdue grappler during the
Panthers dual meet this past weekend with the Boilermakers.
Then the Boilennaker's David he came up with an upset victory
for the event.
The Boilermaker syndrome: Pierce took control in the third against No. 11 ranked Tim Denlan
For the second year in a row the period a nd won 4-0 , givi ng (14-3).
Panthers dropped their dual meet Purdue the dual meet victory by a
Pena began the season ranked
to the Boilermakers . Last year score of20-15.
No. I 0 but has since fa llen out of
they were mau led 29-6 in West
Injuries, injuries, and more those rankings.
Lafayette, Ind.
Senior Jolm Wells (I34) sat out
injuries: Ask any coach and they
T hi s year the Boilermakers wi ll most likely say one of the after having his nose surgically
brought with them a No. 20 keys to a successful season is for reset last Friday.
national ranking and the Panthers the team to stay healthy. So far
Junior college transfer Tim
nearly pulled offthe upset victory. this season the Panthers h ave Strin ger (142) h ad to s it out
Going into the fina l match , been un able to find the key to against the Boilermakers due to a
Purdue was up 17-15, and a victo- unlock that door.
shoulder injury.
ry by the Panther 's Pete Kolzow
The Panther's top 118-pound
Eve n H ughes has not been
would have sent the Boilermakers wrestler, Dave Pena, has battled immune to injury, as he sprained
to defeat. For the first two periods injury all year. Pena has sat out hi s ankle durin g the match
the match was scoreless and it much of the season with a shoul- Sunday but was able to finish and
looked as though a Kolzow victo- der injury and Sunday against the collect the win.
ry and Panther upset was a dis- Boilermakers wrestled in only his
Freshmen can wrestle too:
tinct possibility.
tenth match of the season when With all the injuri es to the

Iowa
O klaho ma State
Iowa State
Pen n State
Ill inois
Minnesota
Michigan State
Michigan
CS Bakersfield
Lock Haven
O klaho ma
Edinboro
Ne braska
Indiana
Rider
Arizo na State
Clarion
Pennsylvania
Fresn o State
Pitts bu rgh
Pu rdu e
West Virginia
Cornel l
W isco nsin
O rego n State

275
264
248
242
222
221
213
196
185
146
146
130
126
124
123
I 16
99
99
86
61
53
47
36
31
29

O thers receiving votes: N. Caro lina
(20), Lehigh ( 13), Wyoming (II),
Ohio (7), Northern Iowa (5), O hio
State (3), Northwestern (2), E.
Illinois (I), BYU (I)

Panthers recently, some freshmen
have been pushed into the spotlight.
The injury to Stri nger gave
Ryan Anderson (142) a chance to
go up against No. 6 ranked Willie
Wineberg ( 14-3). Anderson
stayed in the match through the
first two periods only being down
I 0-5 but Wineberg was too much
for him in the third, and Wineberg
came away with a 17-7 win.
In th e 134-pound class Don
Pool face d off against senio r
Shane Hanson (9-4). Pool demonstrated control much of the second period and six of his points in
the 8-4 victory came off of near
falls.
-Compiled by Chad Merda
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Surprise is one word to describe Smith's
reaction to the way he has performed over
the last few games.
"I didn 't even think I would be getting
this much playing time," Smith said. I was
surprised a lot but I'm enjoying it."
While Smith may be surprised at the
way he is playing, the Panther offense is
playing a major role in Smith's early success as a Panther.
"The offense we run is a motion offense
and I've fit into it well because it was the
type of offense we ran in high school ,"
Smith said. "I also lost a lot of weight dur-

ing conditioning and that
has helped me to jump a
little bit higher."
Encouragement from
his teammates has a lso
helped Smith to gradually improve as a player.
"The y (teammates)
John Smith
always tell me that I' m
not a freshman anymore
because of the way I'm playing," Smith
said. "They are always telling me to go out
there and just play hard."
Even with fitting in, though, Smith does

LADY PANTHERS
56-43 lead.
A three-pointer by Patzner cut
the Lady Colonel lead to 64-57,
but that is as close as the Lady
Panthers would get. A layup by
Lap helia Doss made the sco re
73 -61 and th e Lady Colo ne ls
went on to win the game 79-69.
Klein said that the stuff that
caused the runs are aspects they
work on daily.
"We work on this stuff every
day in practice and its just a con-

not hesitate to mention that there is room
for improvement.
"Probably my defense," Smith said. "I
hope my defense does get better during the
season; it's something I just have to work
on ."
Besides defense, Samuels main concern
for Smith is how we will react to the more
rigorous schedule that playing Division I
basketball brings.
"I' m, hoping to see him maintain his
playing ability because you have to wony
about the wear and tear a season brings,"
Samuels said. " Playing three games in five

frompagel2

centration thing," he said. "You
have to give credit to East ern
Kentucky because they forced a
lot of the stuff and they're a very
talented, athletic team."
Hen drix said that the scoring
runs Eastern Kentucky went on
are nothing new to the team.
" We haven ' t taken control of
an ent ire game yet," she said.
"We haven't won a game by a lot
yet an d I feel we need to d o
that."

------- ,I
TODAY ONLY!

I
I
I
USED COs I
.J

$5.98

nights is something that he never saw in
high school."
Smith is hoping the wear and tear won't
be a problem as the Panthers make their
run for an Ohio Va lley Conference
Championship in their first season in the
conference - a goal that Smith mentions
the team has grown more confident about.
"We all think we can win the OVC this
year because the tean1 is playing with a lot
of confidence right now," Smith said. "If
we keep play ing the way we are , we
be lieve we can win it (the conference
title)."

M E R D A frompagel2
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WOMEN'S

Basketball
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee

Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State

0

lOUC
2f>im~~

5-1
4-1
3-1
3-1
3-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
0-4

8-6
8-4
6-5
4-7
5-7

6-7
5-7
4-9
3-8
2-9

is as a truly incredible athlete but at the same time his accomplishments
as a Panther have widely gone unnoticed. At any given home wrestling
meet the number of spectators can be counted on one's fingers and toes.
One could hope the reason for this is a good one. For example,
because people are too busy studying or simply are unaware of how
exciting it is to watch Hughes manhandle his opponent.
But, most likely it is for another reason - that being that students
could care less.
It is apparent tl1at Hughes has only gotten better as he has matured,
and is now at the peak of his collegiate wrestling car·eer.
For everyone who fails to show your suppmt for one of the most talented Panthers ar·ound, it's too bad.
An athlete like this is certainly a rarity.

Free Pepper oncini' s - Just Ask
Large

1 Topping
Pizza

$ 5~t;?

2 Large
1 Topping
Pizzas

$10~

20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza

$10~

Small Cheesesticks $3.99

........, .....
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Lady Panthers looking for answers
CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

Nationally-ranked
grappler quietly
gaining respect
In Charleston there is a very
well kept secret and it is a mystery to me as to why it has been
such a good secret for so long.
This " anonymous" person has
walked around the campus for
now his second year and it is
apparent that not many know, or
better yet, don ' t care to know
about this person.
What you are reading is a
sports column , so it is fair to
assume this person has something
to do with athletics.
Is it a basketball player?
Football? Volleyball? Baseball?
The answer to all of those is no.
The person in question spends
much of his time rolling around
on a wrestling mat.
His name is Matt Hughes and
he wrestles at 158 pounds. The
resume he brings with him is
quite lengthy and eve n more
.
.
ImpreSSIVe.
Last year he went to the national tournament in which he went
3-3 and finished eighth, earning
him All-American status. Hughes
is the first Panther wrester to gain
All-American status since Marty
Molina did it during the 1988-89
season when he placed sixth at
the national tournament at I 77
pounds.
Last year ' s season record of
41-11 is the fourth best single
season record in Panther history.
Proving last seaso n was no
fluke, Hughes opened up the season by winning four out of five
tournaments, compiling a 25 -1 ,
not to mention being ranked No.
3 in the nation.
Unlike when the football team
is in the top 25 (only with 1-AA
schools , of course) w h en a
wrestler at Eastern is ranked No.
3 he truly is the third best in the
nation.
The wrestlers compete with
Big Ten schools , Nebraska ,
Marquette and virtually any other
top notch wrestling program in
the country.
Hughes has also been chosen to
compete in the National
Wrestling Coaches Association
All-Star Classic on Feb. 3.
In junior college he was a two
time All-American and in his earlier days at Hillsboro High School
he went undefeated in 81 matches
his junior and senior years, along
with winning back to back state
championships those same two
years.
Keeping in mind his only loss
this season was to No. 1 ranked
Joe Williams of Iowa by a score
of 9 -6, it is possible that on
March 22 in Cedar Fal ls, Iowa,
Hughes has a legitimate chance at
coming out the national champion.
The only way to describe him
See MERDA page 11

Working on
solutions after
conference loss
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Every time the Lady Panthers
made a run and cut the lead ,
Eastern Kentucky had an answer
Monday night during the Lady
Panthers' 79-69 conference loss.
" The runs that Eastern Ken tucky went on played a big difference in the game because there
were periods when we turned the
ball over and we weren' t able to
stay with them," head coach John
Klein said.
After Eastern's junior guard
Nora Hendiix put the Panthers up
2-0, the Lady Colonels made the
first of two 12-0 runs.
Important in this first run was
three buckets by Trina Goodrich
and a three-pointer by Chri ssy
Roberts. The run was finally
stopped by a layup by Panther
junior center Allison Lee.
"We turned the ball over a lot in
the beginning of the gan1e," Klein
said. "They also shot a high percentage and they did a nice job on
the offensive boards."
After a jumper by Shannon
Browning made the score 21-7, a
television timeout was called and
that helped stop the momentum

that Eastern Kentucky had.
Junior guard Nora Hendrix said
something else came into play during the run besides the hunovers.
"I believe they were caused by
our half-comi offense because we
couldn' t get into a rhythm on halfcourt offense," she said.
Junior forward Barbora Garbova came out of the timeout and
made a three-pointer and after she
made a layup at the 7:53 mark, the
lead was cut to 25-16.
Eastern continued to chip away
at the lead and a three-pointer by
junior guard Angie Patzner
brought the Panthers to within five
points at 26-21.
Eastern Kentucky had an
answer for the Panther run by
scoring the next six points. Four of
those points were scored by
Goodrich.
In the second half, a jumper by
sop homore forward Amanda
Garretson cut the lead to 44-43.
This is when Eastern Kentucky
made their second 12-0 run of the
game.
Hendrix knows what she has to
do to prevent the big offensive
outbursts that Eastern Kentucky
went on.
" I need to cut down on my
turnovers and be more of a leader
on the floor," she said.
A three-pointer by Chrissy
Roberts and a four-point play by
Lisa Pace were influential parts of
the run that gave the Colone ls a

See LADY PANTHERS page 11

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Lady Panther guard Angie Patzner (right) drives around a Morehead
State defender during Eastern s 65-57 victory over the Eagles Saturday
at Lantz Gym.

Ex-player may fill football coaching slot
By BRIAN LESTER
Spmis editor
Changes are taking place within the Panther
football team's coaching staff.
Back in December, Panther offens ive line
coach C lancy Barone and defensive backs
coach John Bowers accepted jobs at the
Division I level. Barone became the offensive
line coach at Wyoming, and Bowers was
named the new defensive coordinator at Kent
State University in Ohio.
This left Panther restricted earnings coach
Chris Wilkerson with a chance to move up,
and that is exactly what has happened , as
Wi lkerson wi ll likely begin the 1997 season as
the Panther linebackers coach.
"Tentatively that is the way we are going to
go," Panther head coach Bob Spoo said in reference to Wi lkerson becoming the new
linebackers coach while Panther defens ive

He's a tremendous leader and he
knows what it takes to win."
- Head football coach Bob Spoo on
' ' Wilkerson, a candidate to fill in
Chris
the linebackers coach vacancy.
coordinator John Smith would
also serve as defensive backs
coach, filling the void left by
Bowers.
However, Spoo said this
decision is not a final one
since there is a possibility
....::.....:....___, Wilkerson could also become
Chris
the defensive line coach.
Wilkerson
Wil kerson's experience in
the Panther football program goes beyond the
two seasons he has worked as a restricted
earnings coach since he also played defensive

By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
When freshman center John Smith inked his letter of
intent to play for the Panther basketball team last year,
he was probably not expecting to make the immediate
impact that he has at th is po int in the season.
Certain ly Panther head coach Rick Samuels is surprised by the play of his freshman center that was recently named
the Ohio Valley Conference's Rookie of the Week.
"He has done more than we have expected," Samuels said. "He
was kind of thrown into the fire because of the injuries of our two
big men (Eric Frankford and Michael Shaver) but he has responded
beyond our wildest expectations."
Smith, whose high schoo l year 's were spent playing for Paducah,
Kentucky's Tilghman High Schoo l team that fin ished 30-4 in his
senior season, earned Rookie of the Week honors by combining for
36 points and 13 rebounds in games against conference foes Munay
State and Morehead State.
"It feels great," Smith said in reference to earning the Rookie of

lineman for Eastem.
During his playing days, Wilkerson was a
three-year letterman for the Panthers. In his
senior season, he statied every game at right
tackle and finished with 63 tackles, including
five quarterback sacks.
Wi lkerson ended up tallying 136 tackles for
his career whi le recording 11 career quarterback sacks.
Spoo did not hesitate to mention that
Wilkerson's promotion will be a beneficial
one.
" He's a tremendous leader and he knows
what it takes to win, " Spoo said. "He did a
good job for us as a restricted earnings coach;
he is just a quality character and knows the
game. I've seen him in action and he is just a
die hard EIU guy."
Spoo's only concem now is to fill the offensive li ne coach position left vacant by Barone.
See CHANGES page 10

the Week honor. "I've been working hard and I'm getting used to p laying at this level. Teamwise, we are
playing real well right now."
While he did receive the honor, there is no question
that he is
Against Murray State, Smith scored 13 points and
yanked down seven rebounds in Eastern 's 76-64 victory over a Racer team that was picked to finish fourth in
the conference this season.
Two days later, Smith tallied up 23 points and six rebounds in an
86-70 win over Morehead State at Lantz Gymnasium. The win
helped vault the Panthers into a tie for second place in the OVC.
The 6-7 freshman's most recent successful performance came in
Monday night's 84-77 victory over Eastern Kentucky - a win that
catapulted the Panthers into a first-place tie with Midd le Tennessee
and Southeast Missouri State.
In that out in g, Smith managed to score 12 points against the
Co lone ls ' big-man Matt Simons, a 7-1 junior transfer from
Louisvi lle.

See SMITH page 11

